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THE SPECTRA OF UNBOUNDED HYPONORMAL
OPERATORS

CR. PUTNAM1

Abstract. A bounded operator T on a Hilbert space is said to

be completely hyponormal if T*T—TT*^.0 and if T has no non-

trivial reducing space on which it is normal. If 0 is in the spectrum

of such an operator T and if the spectrum of T near 0 is not "too

dense," then the unbounded operator T_1 acts as though it were

bounded. In particular, under certain conditions, T"1 has a rec-

tangular representation with absolutely continuous real and

imaginary parts whose spectra are the closures of the projections of

the spectrum of T~l onto the coordinate axes.

1. A bounded operator Ton a Hilbert space § is said to be hyponormal

if

(1.1) T*T - TT* = D ^ 0.

If T has the Cartesian representation

(1.2) T=H + iJ,

then condition (1.1) becomes

(1.3) HJ-JH=-iC,      F> = 2C;>0.

It is known that the spectra of H and / are the (real) projections onto the

real and imaginary axes of sp(F)(Putnam [2], also [3, p. 46]). The operator

Fis said to be completely hyponormal if there is no nontrivial subspace of

§ which reduces Fand on which Fis normal. In this case, both H and J

are absolutely continuous (see [3, p. 42]).

If Fis hyponormal and if 0 is not in its spectrum, then the (bounded)

operator F_1 is also hyponormal (Stampfli [7]). If 0 belongs to the con-

tinuous spectrum of F then F_1 is unbounded, closed and has a dense

range (Stone [9, pp. 40, 129]); further (Stampfli [8]),

(1.4) 3)r'cV-   and   WT-^xW ̂  [|7w1jc||   for x e DT-i.
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The following result was proved in Putnam [5]:

Theorem 1. Let 0 belong to the spectrum of the {bounded) completely

hyponormal operator T and suppose that for some number a>0 the two

open disks |z±/a|<a contain no points of sp(T). Then 0 is in the continuous

spectrum of T and T^1 has a representation

(1.5) T-1 = K + iL,   K and L selfadjoint, L bounded.

Hence T~1* = K-iL and (by (1.4)),

(1.6) \\T^*x\\ ^ |rr*x| for x e Dr, (= %T„ = T>K).

Also,

(1.7) K is absolutely continuous,

but, in general, L need not be absolutely continuous.

In the present paper, it will be shown that if T satisfies the conditions

of Theorem 1 and if sp(T) is not too dense near the origin, then T"1

behaves almost exactly like a bounded hyponormal operator. In fact, there

will be proved the following two theorems:

Theorem 2.   Let T satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 1. Then

(1.3) sp(-K) = projection of sp(T_1) onto the real axis,

and

sp(L) c closure of the (real) projection of sp(T~x)

onto the imaginary axis.

If, in addition,

(1.10) sp(Ä-) ^ (-co, co),

then

(1.11)
sp(L) = closure of the (real) projection of sp(T^1)

onto the imaginary axis.

Theorem 3. Let T satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 1 and, in addition,

the condition

(1.12) meas2(sp(J-1)) < co.

Then L(T>K)<=T>K and

(1.13) (KL - LK)x -   -iMx,      x e X>K, M bounded and M ^ 0.

If, in addition, (1.10) is assumed, then

(1.14) L (as well as K~) is absolutely continuous.
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It may be noted that since T~x in the above theorems is a closed

operator, the set sp(7"1) is closed (but unbounded) (see [9, p. 141]).

For z^O, zesp(F) if and only if z^1esp(F_1) (cf. [5]). Also, the mapping

w=l/zmaps the circles |z — b\—b (b real) into lines parallel to the imaginary

axis. In view of (1.8), the condition (1.10) amounts then to supposing that

there exists some real number b^O such that the circle |z—b\=b intersects

sp(F) in the single point z=0.

In order to illustrate the meaning of (1.12), suppose, for instance, that

Fis hyponormal and that sp(F) lies between the curves y= ±c7|x|6 where

a>0 and 6>3. Then F clearly satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 1. In

addition, the relation (1.12) holds. To see this, note that if w=u+iv =

l/z= 1 l(x+iy) then w=x/(x2+y2) and v = -y/(x2+y2). Thus, for x near 0,

k~1/x and \v\r^a\x\-b~2, so that \v\~al\u\b~2. Hence, nearz=co, sp(F_1)

lies between the curves v = ±const/|i/|&~2 and so (1.12) holds.

An example given in [5] shows that T in Theorem 2 may fail to satisfy

(1.11) if (1.10) does not hold.

2. Before beginning the proofs of Theorems 2 and 3, it will be con-

venient to give two lemmas.

Lemma 1. Let T be any bounded hyponormal operator given by (1.2) and

(1.3) and let H have the spectral resolution H=j X dEx. Let A bean open

interval, a be any Borel set of the line, and let r denote the distance between

the sets A and a. Then

(2.1) l|F(«)/F(A)|| ^ \&\1'2 \\J\\lr^.

Proof.   See Putnam [6].

Next, assume that F satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 1, so that (1.5)

holds, and let K have the spectral resolution

(2.2) K = f 1 dGk.

If A=(a, b), where —oo<a<o<oo, then the operator

(2.3) G(A)T-XG(A) = j X dGx + (G(A)LG(A)

is bounded on the Hilbert space G(A)§. It follows from (1.6) that

(2.4) ||r-1*||2 - || F-1**||2 = 2i[(Lx, Kx) - (Kx, Lx)] ^0, xe^K.

Since G(A)§cDy, it is clear that G(A)F-XG(A) is hyponormal on G(A)<r>.

It follows from Putnam [4] that the closed set sp(G(A)F"1G(A)) is a
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monotone nondecreasing function of A in the sense that

(2.5)   sp(G(A1)T-1G(A1)) * sp(G(A2)r-1G(A2))  when \ e A2.

Lemma 2.   If T satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 1, then

where O = closure{(JA sp(G(A)F_1G(A))}, A being any finite open interval.

Proof.   First, it will be shown that

Let z=o,+j7esp(G(A)r_1G(A)) for some finite open interval A. Since

sp(F^) is closed, the inclusion (2.7) will be established if it is shown that

zesp(F_1). In view of (2.5), zesp(5'K), for sufficiently large positive integers

n, where Sn = GnT~1Gn and Gn=G((—n,«)). Hence there exist unit

vectors xn=Gnxn for which

(2.8) (Sn-zT)*xn= Gn{T-x-zI)*Gnxn^0, asn^oo.

It is clear that xne^)K ( = I>T-i. = !Dy-i) and that

(2.9) (T* - zl)*xn = (Sn - zT)*xn - i(I - Gn)(L - tI)Gnxn.

It will be shown that zesp(7wl) if it is shown that (F-1—z7)*x„->0, that is,

in view of (2.8), if it is shown that

(2.10) (7-GJ(L-?F)GÄ^0,   as n -> co.

By (2.8) and (1.5),

(2.11)   ||(X - s/)xj|2 =     (X-sfd \\ExxJ2 ^ const     « oo).

Consequently, for every e>0, there exists a positive integer N=NE such

that \\(Gn—GN)xn\\<e for n>N. Hence,

\\(I - Gn)(L - tI)GnxJ

Let A denote any finite open interval and let a be a bounded Borel set of

the line. Suppose that A and a are at a distance r apart and suppose that <5

is a finite open interval containing both A and a. Then G(<5)F-1G(<5) of

(2.3) is bounded and hyponormal, and, by (2.1),

||G(a)G(<5)(X - tT)G(ö)G(A)\\ ̂ |A|^ \\G(d)(L - 77)G(ä)||/r*.

(2.6) sp(F"1) = O,

(2.7) a c sp(F-!).

= e ||(F - tl)\\ + ||(7 - GJ(X - tI)GN\\,   n > N = Ne.
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If now <5 = Oj = (—k, k) and fc—>-co, one obtains

(2.13)   ||G(a)(F - tI)G(A)\\ <: \A\^ \\{L - «OI/V^J      dist(a, A) = r,

of any bounded Borel set a. Since the right side of this inequality is

independent of a, it is clear that (2.13) holds without the boundedness

restriction on a. Consequently, ||(/— Gn)(L — rF)G(A)||->-0, as «->oo, for

any fixed finite interval A. Relation (2.10) now follows from (2.12), and

so (2.7) is proved.

In order to complete the proof of Lemma 2, it remains to be shown that

sp(F_1)<= Q.. To this end, suppose that z$Q.; it will be proved that z<£sp(F_1).

Since Q is closed, then t/=dist(z, O)>0. Further, if A is any finite open

interval then G(A)F_1G(A) is a bounded hyponormal operator on G(A)§,

and so ||G(A)(F^-z/)*G(A)x|| ^d\\G(A)x\\ for any xg§. On putting

A=(—k, k) and letting k—>-oo, one obtains, for xeDT-i (=Dr-i. = Dii:),

||(F^-z/)x||^||(F-W/)*x||^</||;t||, so that z^sp(F"1). The proof of

Lemma 2 is now complete.

3. Proof of Theorem 2. Relation (1.8) can be deduced from a result of

Clancey [1, p. 47]. It can also be concluded from (2.6) and the fact that

the spectrum of KG(A) = j"A X dGk is the projection of the spectrum of

G(A)F~7G(A), as an operator on G(A)§, onto the real axis.

In order to prove (1.9), let /esp(L). If G„ = G((—n, «)), then GnLGn~^L

(strongly) as n—>-oo. Since L is selfadjoint, there exist real numbers

tnesp(GnLGn) satisfying tn-^t as n^-co. As a consequence of the pro-

jection properties of the spectrum of a hyponormal operator (cf. [3, p. 46])

there exist real numbers sn such that jn + /7M6sp(G„F_1GK). It follows

from (2.6) that j„+z'rnesp(F-1) for all n, and (1.9) now follows.

That relation (1.10) implies the reverse inclusion of (1.9) follows from

Clancey [1, p. 45]. This result together with (1.9) then yields (1.11) and the

proof of Theorem 2 is complete.

4. Proof of Theorem 3. Let A be a bounded open interval, so that

G(A)F-1G(A) of (2.3) is a bounded hyponormal operator on G(A)§. In

view of (2.4) and the fact that G(A)$c X>K,

(4.1) i(XALA - LAXA) = M(A) ^ 0,

where KA=G(A)KG(A) (=ATG(A)), FA = G(A)LG(A) and

MlA) = G(A)A/(A)G(A).

It follows from [4] that

(4.2) TT ||M(A)|| z% meas2 sp(G(A)F-1G(A)).
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Consequently, from (2.6) and the assumption (1.12) of Theorem 3,

(4.3) TT i|M(A)|| ^ meas^F"1)) < oo.

But for any xeX>K, i[(LAx,KAx)-(KAx,LAx)] = (MiA)x,x). Since

G(A)->7 (strongly) as A->(— oo, co), it is clear that l\m(MiA)x, x), as

A->(—oo, oo), exists for all xeT>K. Since, by (4.3), ||M(A>||^const

(independent of A), and since 7>K is dense in §, it follows that lim(M(A)x, x),

as A->-(— oo, co), exists for all x in §. Further, since the operators M(A)

are selfadjoint, one sees that lim(M(A)x,y), as A—>-(—oo, co), exists for

x, y in §. Thus, M=w-limM(A' (weak limit), as A->(— oo, co), that is,

/», w
i(KALA - LAKA) = M<A) — M

<-4'4') (M bounded, M ^ 0), A -* (oo, oo).

Let d be any open interval containing a fixed open interval A. It follows

from (4.1) that G(A)M{i)G(A)=MlA) and hence, on letting <?-►(- oo, oo),

M(A, = w-limG(A)Af(ä,G(A); thus, by (4.4), M(A) = G(A)MG(A). As
A->(—oo, oo), G(A) converges strongly to I, and hence AF(A) converges

strongly to M. Thus, by (4.4),

(4.5)        i(KALA - LAKA) = M(A» XM,     A — (-co, co).

Further, if xeT>K, it is clear that KAx^-Kx and LAKAx->LKx as A—*-

(-co, oo). Consequently, it follows from (4.5) that the vectorsKALAx=

K(LAx) converge strongly as A—*(—co, oo). But LAx—hLx and so, since

K is selfadjoint (hence closed), LxeX)^ and K{LAx)^*KLx. This proves

(1.13).
There remains then to prove (1.14) under the assumption (1.10). But it

follows from (1.13) and an application of a result of [3, p. 39], that the

subspace, §0(F), of § on which L is absolutely continuous (cf. [3, p. 19])

contains the least subspace of § reducing A'and L (that is, reducing F_1)

and containing the range of M. Thus, if §a(F)5^S, then (cf. (2.4)and (1.13))

T~l, hence also T, would be normal on Ha(L)x. Since Fis completely

hyponormal, this yields a contradiction.
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